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' Hold similar workshop in the future at reasonable intervals. (ol()

Looking over the evaruation, r find five ,,oKn, 3 "+,, and 3 (-). so, thegreat majority of the concerns identified at Argonne have at least beensubstantiaily addressed. r trust the Mcgl wiil be a major step incontinued progress.

SHIFT

The scalable Heterogeneous Integrated Facility

for HEP ComPuting

work supported by the u. s. Department of Energy, Divisionof High Energy physícs, under contract w-31-1'g-ENG-3g. Jean-Philippe Baud. Julian Bunn Fabrizio cane David Foster *

Frédéric Ilemmer Erik Jagel Gordon Lee Les Robertson Ben Segal

Antoine TrannoY Igor Zacharov

CERN - European Laboratory for Particle Physics

1211 Genève 23, Switzerland
2 March 1991

Abstract

shift, lhe scalable Heterogeneous Integrated computing FaciliTy, aims to demonstrate

that commercially available workstations and associated disk and tape storage products

cen cheaply and reliably be networked together to provide an integrated computing ser-

"i.", "o*p"rable 
in qorúty and availability wittr traditional mainframe services, but suitable

for installation in use¡-operated environments, and smoothly scalable to provide very large

computing facilties.

The system consists of sets of compute, disk, and tape-staging selve¡s' together with dis-

tributed software which is responsible for managing the disk sPace, or8anising data movement

between tape and disk, and 
-locating 

files. The selvets are connected to a very high speed

network medium, interconnected with the site's general-purpose network infrastructure' The

paper describes the system architecture and the design of the main software components'

and reports on the status of a pilot implementation at CERN'

.on sabbatical leave at Interlink computer sciences, Flemont, california.
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IRISC Reduced I¡rstruction Set Computer
Central processor unit.¡A c¡n¡l unit is defined as the performance of the cERN benchmark suite on a VAX g600 processor. It maytherefo¡e be co¡rsidered as 4 MIPS.ismall Computer System Interface

for the heavy computational tasks of High
large volumes of data stored on both d.i;k

perating system which is used on all of the

ther straight-forwa¡d.

it can go some rÄ¡ay tov¡ards closing the
e form of expensive mainframes) for Hnr
rtantly, it makes feasible the installation
ysics departments, reducing the need for

computers using workstation technology can provid.e high capacit¡ general scientific computing

services for a wide range of applications. There a^re, however, a num.ber of problems which a¡ise

in the context of snp data processing.

. HEp data a¡alysis requires access to very large volumes of data, a substantial part of which

must be held in online storage, but workstation systems generally have modest maximum

disk configgrations (a few tens of Gigabytes). In addition, because of the extremely low

price/performance of the processors, disk costs accou¡rt for a much larger f¡action of the

configuration than in the case of a comparable mainframe system. There is a strong

incentive to avoid duplication and share files between processors, but the current standa¡d

network tecùnology to do this does not have the required performance.

o The total vol¡me of data used by a EEP experiment may be of the order of a few Ter-

abytes, and costs ¡equire that much of it is stored on magnetic taper including IBM 3480-

compatible ca^rtridges and tapes stored in automated tape mounting facilities. Among

the facilities lac-king in the workstation envi¡onment are: support for automatic cartridge

facilities; uNrx tape allocation and control software; tape label support; sharing of tape

r:¡its between processors.

o The computational needs of a Hpp experiment far exceed the capacity of a single system,

but the demand for the different types of processing is not linear throughout the year

or the life of the experiment. For example, a dedicated reconstruction farm may lie idle

for long periods while resources are required elsewhere for general data analysis. There

appear to be major advantages in providing a more flexible facility which can be used for

simulation, event reconstruction and general data analysis. This will provide both the cost

benefits which will result from increased utilisation of the resources, and the convenience

of a single computing environment: an integrated system includ.ing processors, disks a.nd

tapes.

2 Goals of the SHIFT Project

The Scalable Heterogeneous Integrated FaciliTy (shift) project at cERN builds on the HOPE

project e:çerience, and has the following aims.

o Exploit the new workstation technology without losing the quality of service provided by

traditional mainframes. This includes the provision of a batch job scheduler, portable

uNrx magnetic tape support, and tools for the management of large file bases, including

automated sta,ging of data between disk and tape.

o Develop a processing model which enables systems to be const¡ucted which can be smoothly

scaled up to provide very largeo integrated facilities, or down to provide a system suitable

for a small physics depa^rtment.

o 'While the system must be able to be installed and operated within a conventional computer

centre, it must also be suitable for a university physics department or other user-operated

environ¡nent.
6compared with the capacity of cu¡rent HEP comPute¡ centtes.
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1 Background

The ea¡liest personal wo¡kstation products, available some ten years ago, already offered compu-tational price/performance ratios which were an order of magnitude better than those ¿vailablewith traditisn¿l ¡ninfremes and mini-computers. However, the power of an individual systemrvas comParatively modest, and the cost, capacity and performance of the associated d.isk stor-

provide complete computer systems with an ov
ce advantage. At the same time, there have
ems which now deliver performance compara_
wer cost per Gigabyte. An inexpensive SCSIa
MBytes/second, and, stripings two of them, a
achieved.

Price studies performed at,CERN [1] suggest that the cost of a large batch computing servicebuilt using workstations and inexpensive d.isks, includ.ing the infrastructu¡e and staff, is a factorof 7 to 10 less expensive than an equivalent capacity ,y""t"- const¡ucted using mainfr¿unes.

óstrþing: the practice of öviding file data between two or more disks which are ¡ead or written concurrentry.
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o The system must be heterogeneous in the sense that it is not limited to specific proprieta,ry
systems. It must support any of the ut¡lx fl.avours, and any softwa¡e developed should be
portable. There are two compelling reasons for this:

- Ensure the flexibility to exploit interesting nery technologies and products while pro-
tecting previous investments so that, for exarrrple, a new mass sto¡age device may be
added to the system and made available to the existing cpu resoursss. gimilarty i¿
should be possible to take advantage of a major improvement in cpu pricing and/or
performance by one mamufactu¡er without jeopardising the investment in disk a¡rd
tape storage, amd installed cru capacity.

- Manufacturer-independence to ensu¡e that a commercially competitive envi¡on'nent
is maintained.

3 The Basic Design

The following.af,e 6ome irnporta"nt characteristics of off.ine HEp processing relevant to the design
of shift.

o For a large nw experiment storage requirements amount to a few hund¡ed GBytes of disk
space' and a few Terabytes on magnetic tape. This gives rise to the need for shared files
and sha¡ed tape drives.

o The inherent pa^rallelism in much of the processing: events are largely independent and
very coa¡se grain parallelisation is satisfactory. Indeed, parallelism at the level ofa batctr
job is very convenient for much of the data processing load.

o The use of sta¡rda¡d HEP packages, such as ZEBRA [4], for accessing data from Fortran
programs. It is therefore possible to replace the underlying basic input/output (r/o)
system by means of application-level libraries. This is rather fortunate, because Fortra¡r
t/o is defined in terms of language statements. There is no standard procedural interface,
as the¡e is for example in the case of C language r/o.

o The synclnonisation of read/write fiIe access is performed at an application level. Es-
sentially: data files are not modified in situ, rather new copies are created, with access
orga^nised through high-level packages such as FATMEN [3]. This means that file sharing
can be provided without requiring a true distributed file system, and avoid.ing almost atl
of the difficult problems of such systems.

o Physics data files a¡e usually copied to tape when they are created, the application organ-
ising the allocation of tapes through physics book-keeping packages (such as FATME¡Ù. A
fo¡m of hierarchical storage management (tape staging) can be provided without the need
to develop complex tape space allocation, management and accounting facilities.

3.1 Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the general shifl a¡chitecture.

table i

manageri
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The s ute sertters, d,isle senters and tape seruers. Files a¡e stored inPook' more uNIx file systems resid-ing on one or more s/r.l)t nodes.Acces is coordinated úy tfre ¿¿sr pool Mønøger. The disk poolconcept enables very large aggregates of disk ,p""""to-ie treated as a single resource by theapplication' and overcomes a common restriction in uNIX systems which limits file systems toa single physical disk' rn addition, it enables ¿"tu i.u"-rp"u"a evenly across the various diskservels in the configuration, improving performance and. 
""riog 

configuration ma¡ragement.

onnected by the 
-ba?kptgne, 

a very fast network medium used for opti-
data transfer. The backplane is connected to the site's generar p'r¡lose
by means of an rp router, providing access ; 

"il 
-workstations 

dis-t¡ibuted throughout.the organisation (though *iti ìo*,"" performance and fewer se¡vices thanthat available to systems connected diìectly to the backplane).

3.2 Software Components

Disk Pool Manager The disk pool manager allocates files to pools, c¡eates files and associateddirectories, locates existing files, deleies files on 
"equ"st 

and performs garbage collectionon temporary pools' The user interface to the disk pool *.rrrg", is äuough the sfget,sfitn, and, s/s/r. commands.

An important component of the disk pool whicå maintainsstatic and dynamic configuration inform cating sår¡t files,making disk pool selection d.ecisions and when necessaf,y.The data used by the table manager can serious failure ofthe node on which it executes.

ses the copying
through atpreø
e device type re

prosÌam on the tape server node. ro" ijiil'";J1äJ.'it-î'#å#J,;',"'"""'iïrîi"#:
operation is complete, queues concu¡rent requests for the same tape, and deals with errortecovery.

Remote File Access system The Remote File Access system (nr,ts) provides the most ef-ficient way of accessing files stored on shift ¿irt ,uruårs from compute and tape servers.These files may also be accessed ,rrir,g rvrs 7, but th" nras will take account of the net-work characteristics and the mode of use of the file to minimise ove¡head.s and maximisethroughput.

Each sål'¡t node runs a special daemon, the nr¿,s server, which implements frle accessrequests f¡om other s/zd¡t nodes. Normally this is done using r.cv f w protocols over thebackplane.

The user interface to the nr,.s is defined for the c and Fortran language bindings.
?SUN Microsystem's Netuork Fíle Syúent.
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B,emote Tape Copy TL.e cptpdslc and cpdsktp comrnands copy data from tape to disk or disk
to tape. They execute on the computer to which the tape unit is attached, but ca¡r access

a local or remote disk file, normally using the Remote File Access System.

Tape Allocation and Control This component, called t}:.e tape daemon, provides the multi-
user tape support which is usually missing on uNIx systems. This includes tape allsç¿fiea,
tape mounting, and label c.hecking.

Distributed Operator Interface This provides a single operator interface for the shift con-

figuration. In pa,rticula¡ it is used by the tape daemon to request tape mounts, and deal

with tape label con-flicts.

Network Queueing System The Network Queueing System, Nes, is a distributed batc-h

scheduler originally developed for NASA a¡rd which is now in the public domain. NQs

servers execute on each of the s/r.if compute servers, on a number of other uxlx services at
cÞRx and, optionally, on end-user workstations running uNIx. Each server performs three
functions: interfacing with users logged in to the local machine for job submission, query

and control; communication with other Nes servers over a taP f D network; scheduling of
job execution on the local machine.

Nes is an important facility used by shift, although it is entirely independent of it. cpnn
has extended tqs to cater for centralised batch queues which feed clusters of compute
servers.

Accounting Facilities A nr:¡nber of utilities are available to provide resou¡ce consurnption
reports a¡rd controls.

The design is the¡efore higlrly modular, both in terms of the hardware and software components,
and can be implemented in a portable manner. The uN¡x philosophy has been followed: a set of
simple tools is created, which can be assembled to provide a wide range of higher-level fi¡¡ctions.

4 Using the SHIFT Software

4.L Job Submission

Users may login directly to såi¡t compute servers, but the principal service offered is batc-h,
using the Network Queueing System. Nes servers execute on each of the shi¡t compute server
systems and on other public and private uNIx systems. The user submits a job with the qsub
command on his/her local system. The Nes servers arrarlge for the job to be routed through
the network until it reaches the target computer, where the nqs server will eventually schedule
it for execution. Output files are automatically routed back to the submitter's computer. The
use¡ may also enquire about the job, or cancel it. Facilities have been implemented to enable
jobs to be submitted also f¡om VMS and VM services at cnn¡¡.

Figure 2 is an example of a user job. It has been prepared for the OPAI collaboration environ-
ment which has been installed on shift, and which provides a number of utilities masking to a
large extent the system dependence of batch jobs.
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4.2 Disk Pools and Files

A disk pool is a set of uNrx file systems on one or more så.tf disk selvers. Each of these frle

S on every s/ri¡t server, using a convention fo¡ the nalnes of the mount

files may be referred to by the salne UNIX pathna^rrre on all compute,

he shift configuration. This narne is referred to as the nfs-pathnome,

whic,h has the following form:

/ shift/nod'ef fiIe-sgstem-namef groupf userf usppn

e.g. I shtft lshiftl/dataL I c3 lles I tape2ï

The first three components define the standa¡d mou¡t point for this file system. The grou.p and

user define the owner of the file. The usppnis the ¿ser- supplieil-partial-pøthname. It is the name

of the file as supplied by the user in an sfget comma¡rd (see below). It may be a single term (e.g.

tape23), or it may include directories (e.g. period2Llrulrt7lfrle26). In the latter case the system

will create the directories if necessa.ry.

The sfget command. is used to allocate a flle. This is a call to the Di'sk' Pool Manoget (oru)'
which selects a suitable file system within the pool specified by the user, cteates any D.ecessa¡y

directory structure within the file system, creates an empty file, and echoes its full nfs-pathname.

Thus, the nfs-pathname returned bY:

sfget -p opaldst period2l/run7/fi1e26

might have the form:

/ shift/ shd,O I / dataT / c 3 /Ies /period2 1 /run7 /fi1e2 6

The user does not normally need to type or even remember the full pathnarne' as a subsequent

sfget call using the sarne usppn will locate the flle and return the full narne again. The sfget

command. also sets the uNIx comma¡rd status to indicate if the flle was created or simply located.

If the user only wishes to locate the flle if it is present, but not to create it, he may use the -k
option of sfget.

A user may list all of his files in a particular pool by means of the sfsh command.

e.g. sfsh -p opaldst ls period2l/run7

For each of the file systems in the pool, sfsh performs a cd (change working d'irectory) to the
user's directory in that file system and then issues the ts command. The sfsh command is
actually much more general, and will issue any command specified by the user in each of the file
systems in the pool.

Files are removed fton shift poots by means of the sfrm command.

e.g. sfrm -p opaldst perioð,2lfrun7/fi1e26

In addition to the -p option, specifying the disk pool to be used, alt of the npu comrnantds
support the -u option, whic.h allows the caller to specify the group and user associated with the
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* A login procedure takes care of creating a temporary working environment
* for several jobs of the same user to coexist.
#

* 0PAL example job na.ne: opaljob

cat ((E0F )opaljob.cra * Prepare the patchy step
+USE,IBM. Automatic processing changes IBH into the current machine nâme

+SELF. Attach pan fíIes. Case insensitive synbots are mapped automatically
+SELF. to the appropriate files
+PAH,T=4. R0PE312
+PAM,T=A,C.0D
EOF

ytofort opaljob * Perform the patchy step. The file opaljob.f is created.
ftolib -i opaljob * Hake a library and install it in user's directory (-i).

* The file IibOPALJOB.a is created.

* Perform the loading 6tep. The routine nainprog.o is extracted from the
* libOPALJ0B.a library a¡rd loaded together with the library ítse1f and
* some additional libraries. Note that only symbolic nanes are specified.
# The exact location of the files are machine specific and found autoura-
* tically by the link con¡nand. Standard libraries (e.g. CERNLIB) are loaded
# automatically as ûell. The files mainprog.run a¡d mainprog.map are created.
#

f.ink opaljob/urainprog.o opaljob rope312 od oc
*
# Assign the input/output streans for the program to run. The file pt1080.fxddst
* is a copy of the tape PT1080 in the PUBLIC pool:
*
stagein -v PT1080 pt1080.fxddst
fassign -p PLIBLIC pt1080.fxddst 21 * Make the association for unit 21
fassign -p opalpl9 fu1tgl24.fxinit 1 # Read init database on unit 1

fassign -c -p opa1p19 opaljob.out 39 # Output of the prog in pool opa1pl9
*
* Run the progran
nainprog.run ((E0F
*FILE 'INIT' 'I ' 7

*FILE 'CNST' 'TX ' 2t
*FILE ,DATA, ,IX , 2L
*FILE 'DST ' 'OUT ' 39 81OO 'XO '

EOF

# end of progran: the logout procedure takes care of returning the
* 1og file to the subniter from a remote machine.

Figure 2: Sample shift Job
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4.4 Tape-Disk Copying

The shiftsystem provides two comma¡rds to copy data between tape and disk: tpread (tape to

ilisk) anil þwrite (disk to tape). These commamds select a shift tape server which has a device

of the correct t¡le available, and initiate a process on the server to mou¡t the tape and perform

the copy operation. The remote process uses the basic sñ.ifl tape copy commamds, cptpilsk and

cpilslctp. Normally the user will not invoke these command's directly-

lryhen using the tpread or tpwrite commamds, the user must specify the tape vsn or vid and the

pathna,me ãf tn" file. The type of tape unit and its location are specified by mea^ns of the 'g
device-group-name oPtion.

The following example copies data from tape into a file in a shift disk pool. Fi¡st we 6þ¡ain

the pathna,me of the file from sfget. The example assrunes that we are using the C shell, and

fi¡st stores the pathname allocated by sfget in a shell variable called NFSNAME. This va¡iable

is then used in the subsequent tpread, which copies the fi¡st frle from a cartridge tape into the

disk file.

set NFSNAME:'sfget -p opaldst testtape'
tpread -v xu4125 $NFSNAME

This could of course be achieved by the single command:

tpread -v xu4125 'sfget -p opaldst testtape'

similarly, data can be copied from disk to tape using the sequence:

set NFSNAME-'sfget -p opaldst testtape'
tpwrite -v f27426 -q 1 $NFSNAME

Multi-frle tapes a,re supported with the -q option. The next example demonstrates how to copy

the first and third files f"om a tape into separate disk files (in this case in the PUBTIC pool).

tpread -v qw8256 -9 1r3 'sfget tfflel' 'sfget tfile3'

There are malì.y other parameters to the tpread and tpwrite commands' concerned with label

formats, record formats, etc.

Although the above examples all use sfget to generate a pathname, the tpread and tpwrite

comma',d.s are entirely independent of the Disk Pool Manager, and may be used to copy data

to and from any disk files accessible to the s/r.ifi system.

4.6 Tape Staging

The idea of tape staging, with a history at cDRN dating back to the CDC 7600 in the early

?0's, is that a flIe which has a permanent home on tape is copied to disk while it is being used',

the disk copy being th¡own away when the space is needed for new data. Similarly, a Prog¡am
creates a new frle on d,isk, and. copies it to tape when the program has terminated correctly' The

disk copy may then be removed. immed.iatel¡ or may be left in the stage area, to be ¡emoved
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file. By default these a¡e the group and user narnes of the user who issues the command.

Here is some more information about disk pools.

o Ä file system belongs to at most one disk pool.

o A pool can be tempomry o1 pennanent. Il a pool is tempora.r¡ a ga^rbage collector is ¡r¡n
periodically to maintain the emount of free space on each of the component file systems
above a specified frce space thrcshold. Files a¡e deleted from permanent pools only on
explicit request by a user.

o A pool ca¡r be public or priaate. If it is private only a defined set of users will be able to
allocate space within the pool.

o When a file is created by sfget the user specifies the pool whic-h should be used. If no
pool is specified a default pool named PUBTIC will be used. The disk pool mamagement
system selects a suitable file system within the pool using criteria like occupancy level.

o The user may supply an estimate of the size of the file which will be created (-s option of
the sfget comma^nd), to ensure that a file system with suff.cient free space is selected.

4.3 Using shift Files with Fortran Programs

Once a file has been created or located by the the Disk Pool Manager, and the user knows
the full pathna.rne (the nfs-pøthname), it may be used exactly like any other file. For example,
suppose that we have a plogram called gendata which writes to Fortran urrit 10. We ca¡r allocate
a file and connect it to the prograrn as follows.

ln -s 'sfget sample4S' fort.l0
gendata

The first line uses sfget to generate the full pathname for the fi.Ie, and creates a logical link to it
in the cu¡rent directory. We are assuming that Fortran automatically connects logical unit 10
to the file narned fort.l1, but this convention may be diffe¡ent on different uNrx systems.

Normally, however, the shiftRemote File Access System (nr,rs) will be used to access these files,
in order to obtain the best possible performance. The RFns routines are used by the ZEBRA
a¡rd FATMEN packages. In order to connect a file to the nr,q,s routines the assign command
is used. In fact, assign sets up a connection for both the nr,q.s routines and for Fortran. The
above example becomes:

assign 'sfget sample4S' 10
gendata

The assign command may also be used to specify that a series of files are to be '(concatenated"
a¡rd associated with a particular u¡it number.
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õ.3 Network Performance and Overhead

The potentially sensitive point in the design, from the point of view of implementation today,

is thã need for a high performance network: the backplane. The problem is that a transport

layer is required, and most cu¡rent networking products implement this layer as "host" code-

Tiat is, the protocol stac.k (typically rcr/rr) uses the sarne cPU as the application. Since this

t¡¡pe of protocol processing turns out to be cpu-intensive, either the effective data rate is rather

tå*, o" th"ru is little cpu left ove¡ for the application. A¡r important shift airn is flexibility:

a wide tange of types of processing must be supported, with differing cPU to t/o ratios. The

goal is to provide to compute servers a remote t/o capability which has as good a performance

La ", low ^n overhead as r/o to locally-co¡rnected disks. The cu¡rent solution in the pilot clr.dJt

implementation at cERN is to use UltraNet [5] equipment to form the "bacJ<plane'. This product

includ"s special purpose protocol-processing hardware on each interface, can be connected to a

nr¡mber oi powerful workstations, and presents a standard socket interface to the application.

Table 1 compares the performance and cpu cost of UltraNet with standard tcp protocol stac-ks

over FDDI. The program used is a straight-forward memory to memory test, using the socket

interface. The first pa^rt of the table provides data for UltraNet on a Siücon Graphics system

a¡rd a SUN 8/260. The second part of the table gives compa¡ative data on a selection of FDDI

interfaces available at cnnN. The last columnprovides a measure of the cPU cost (on the sink

system), expressed as the nr¡¡nber of Megabytes of data which can be tra¡rsfe¡red at a cost of

one cPU second.

Apart f¡om the improved data rates achieved, the table clearly shows the lower cpu overhead

wlen usiog tlltraNet, obtained through offioading the protocol handling. This is importa,nt if
high aggregate (multi-stream) data rates are to be supported'

Table 2 compares the performance and cpu cost of using locally connected disks with remote

disk r/o using så.2fi's RF-ts across UltraNet. This demonstrates that the system already comes

close to acåieving its aim of providing remote disk r/o with as good a performance as and' at a

lower overhead tha¡r that whic-h can be achieved using equivalent local disks.

6 Project Status

Following the completion of a design paper [6] in July 1990, a pilot project involving the OP-A.L

collaboration and cERN's Computing and Networking Division was agreed to during the autumn.

It includes the following hardware components:

o backplane

UltraNet Gigabit hub, with interfaces for Cray low speed channel, Cisco AGS* IP route¡

a¡rd seven VMÞbased workstation interfaces. The Cisco IP router acts as a gateway

between the UltraNet and gERN's internal and external networking infrastructure.

o cornpute servers

Silicon Graphics PO\ryER Center 3405 (four processor) system with 64 Mbytes memory;
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automatically by a ga,rbage collector.

sft,z;t includes a nu-mber of features which ca¡r be used to build such facilities, and simple stage

scripts a,re provided: stagein checks to see if the file is already present on disk and copies it in
from tape if necessa,ry; stageout copies a file from disk to tape. These a¡e basically one line

interfaces to the sfget, tpæoit/tpwrite and øssr'gn commands. When used in conjunction with a
shift temporury disk pool this provides a straight-forwa¡d staging facility.

Examples

stagein -v ux3456 -g SMCF -q 4 -U 11 testflle.4

will stage in file 4 f¡om a tape in the cERN tape cartridge robot, to the PUBTIC disk pool and

assign the disk file to Fortran unit 11.

stageout -v u21654 -p opaldst run26

locates the file nn26 in the pool opalilsú and copies it to tape.

5 Technical Considerations

5.1 Simulation

As part of the original design study of the s/r.if project a simulation program was developed

to validate the design, identify potential performance problems and estimate the throughput of
various practical configurations. One of the conclusions of the simulation was that FDDI has

insu-fficient capacity as a backplame for the scale and workload of the configuration proposed for
CERN.

The progra,rn is an explicit model, written in Fortran. The use of simulation packages was

investigated, but none was found which was able to simulate adequately the va¡ious servert

storage a¡rd netwo¡k components of the architectu¡e. The program has been further developed

during the implementation of the pilot project, and it is intended to maintain the model as a

design aid a¡rd configuration management tool.

ó.2 Pseudo Distributed File System

The system can be viewed as implementing some elements of a distributed file system, through
the combination of the disk pool manager and remote file access system. This provides very large

capacity virtual file systems and possibilities for taking advantage of effi.cient network interfaces

and optimising the network trafrc according to the data patterns of physics processing. The

fu¡rctionality is rather limited: there is no file locking, and only a subset of utttx file system

semantics is provided. On the other hand this approach fits well the characteristics of HEP data
processing su¡tined above, is entirely portable and requires no system modifications. NFs is also

available to provide missing firnctionality. The RFAS uses a standard tcP socket interface, and

is entirely independent of the network medium used.
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Simulation: Status and Future Trends for
GEANT

R.Brun, F.Carminati
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Jnly 30, 1991

The GEANT program, redesigned in 1981-1982 as a general purpose de-

tector response simulation package addressing the needs of the LEP collab-

orations, has become almost a standard for simulating the interaction of

particles with matter in high energy physics detectors. During recent years

ih" ,"op" of detector simulation has widened to the point that it is becoming

the most demanding activity in terms of computational resources for high

energy physics research. Simulation is now heavily used in the detector de-

sign, as well as in the data analysis phase of an experiment. To cope with the

increased requirements imposed by the simulation of detectors for the next

generation of experiments, and with the dramatic evolution of the computing

environment, improvements are no\ry required in many areas of GEANT.

The Application software Group of the CERN Computing and Networks

Division has undertaken a program of major developments of GEANT in the

areas of electromagnetic and hadronic physics, detector geometry description,

tracking algorithms, interface with CAD/CAM systems, parametrization,

user interface and graphics.

Several details on the work under u¡ay have already been presented in
conferences and we ¡efer the interested reader to the following articles:

o R.Brun, F.Carminati Software tools, Proceedings of the Large Hadron

calorimeter'workshop vol.l, ECFA 90-133, CERN 90-10, 3 December

1990

o R.Brun et al., A new geometry description for GEANT Proceedings of

the Large Hadron Calorimeter Workshop Vol.3, ECFA 90-133, CERN
90-10, 3 December 1990

o R.Brun, F.Carminati Simulation: Status and Future Trends for GEANT
Proceedings of the conference computing in High Energy Physics 91,

March 11-15 1991, Tsukuba Japan
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Two H-P/Apollo DN 10040 (four processor) systems, with 64 and 80 MBytes memory.

o disk servers

Silicon Graphics PO\ryER Center 320S (two processor) system;

Two Digitat DECsystem 5000-200 systems.

Arolnd 30 GBytes of SCSI disk is connected to these systems. It is envisaged to add

additional disk capacity during the course of the project'

o tape servers

The cunr,¡ Cray X-MP/48 provides the principal tape service, with IBM 3480 units and

an IBM automatic cartridge tape mounting facility'

Â. number of Exabyte and StorageTEK STK 4280 (IBM 3480-compatible) tape units will

be connected to the Digital systems.

The configu¡ation is illustrated in Figure 3. The total capacity of the compute servers is 64

cEnN r¡nits. This compa¡es with the cu¡rent CERN Computer Cent¡e mainfame capacity of 86

units (Cray X-Mp/4g,IBM g090-600E, VAX 9000-410, Siemens 78905). Most of the ha¡dwa¡e

has now been installed, development of the basic software is complete and a service is already

in operation. The pilot project will enter production prior to the sta¡t of the LEP physics run

in April 1gg1, and is scheduled for completion during the first hatf of the year. A User Guide

and Reference Manual [7] is available.
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Table 1: ultraNet - FDDI : Performance antd cPu cost compa^rison

MBytes CPU-sec

cPU cost
of sink

Data rate
MBytes/secbloc.ksize

KBytes
sinksoulce

80

550
600

15

75

130

3.8
6.4
6.8

1.9

3.2
3.4

4.4
10.5
13.0

3.1
5.5

6.0

20

200

2000

20

200

2000

20

200

2000

Cray X-MP/48
(Iow-speed charmel)

suN 3-260

scr 340sSGI 32OS

sGI 3405

SGI 34OS

et

3.3

1.0

2.4

1.0

1.5

1.8

0.75

0.6

20

20

20

20

DEC 5000-200

Apollo DN10040

suN 3-260

scr 340s

FDDI

DEC 5000-200

DEC 5000-200

Apollo DN10040

SGI 34OS

Table 2: Local disk - Remote disk reading

using UltraNet and the Remote File Access System

Performance and CPU Cost Comparison

MBytes cPU-sec

cPu cost

of client
Data ¡ate

MBytes/sec

remoteremote

Application
blocksize
KBytes

disk serverclient

L.7

2.0

5.3

4.8
7.3

23.0

L.4

L.4
L.4

4.8
5.5

5.2

0.5

0.5
0.5

1.5

1.6

1.8

0.6

0.8
0.8
L.2
1.5

L.4

20

32

200

20

32

200

GI 32OS

SGI 32OS

3-260

sGI 3405
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